Matching

Directions: Read the words and definitions. Draw a line from each word to its definition.

1. returning light conversation
2. to cause disorder deflect
3. talk between people disrupt
4. an automatic reaction reflective
5. to turn aside reflex

Choose the Word

Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence. Write the correct word in the space provided.

6. To celebrate their fifteenth wedding _______________, my parents went out to dinner. subversion reflector anniversary
7. A _______________ group of people with different concerns attended the community meeting. diverse abrupt corrupt
8. My favorite restaurant never had enough customers, and the business went _______________. fragile versus bankrupt
9. The _______________ children threw their crayons on the floor and refused to sit down. flexible convert fractious
10. Roger is such an _______________ that he smiles at everyone and likes to meet new people. eruption extrovert aversion